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(57) ABSTRACT 
Devices, systems, and methods to secure wires and prevent 
wire theft. In an exemplary embodiment of a system of the 
present disclosure, the system comprises a wire grip portion 
comprising a compressible material and having a first aper 
ture and a first groove defined therein, the first groove 
extending from an outer boundary of the wire grip portion to 
the first aperture, a collar configured to Surround the outer 
boundary of the wire grip portion, and a first locking 
mechanism coupled to or formed as part of the collar, the 
first locking mechanism configured so to tighten the collar 
relative to the wire grip portion. 
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DEVICES, SYSTEMS, AND METHODS TO 
SECURE WIRES AND PREVENT WIRE 

THEFT 

PRIORITY 

0001. The present application is related to, claims the 
priority benefit of and is a U.S. continuation patent appli 
cation of, U.S. Nonprovisional patent application Ser. No. 
14/602,787, filed Jan. 22, 2015 and issued as U.S. Pat. No. 
9.425,599 on Aug. 23, 2016, which is related to, and claims 
the priority benefit of, U.S. Provisional Patent Application 
Ser. No. 61/930,216 filed Jan. 22, 2014. The contents of the 
foregoing patent and patent applications are hereby incor 
porated into the present disclosure in their entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 Wire theft, such as in connection with lampposts 
and other outdoor equipment having or using wires therein, 
is unfortunately a rampant problem, especially for govern 
mental entities and other businesses that maintain them. In 
view of the same, devices, systems, and methods to secure 
wires and prevent wire theft would be well received in the 
marketplace. 

BRIEF SUMMARY 

0003. In an exemplary embodiment of a system for 
securing wire and/or preventing wire theft of the present 
disclosure, the system comprises one or more of the follow 
ing elements/components coupled to and/or used in connec 
tion with one another, as described herein: a) one or more 
wire grip portions 100, defining one or more apertures (such 
as apertures 102) and one or more grooves (such as grooves 
104) therein; and/or b) one or more collars (such as collars 
150); and/or c) one or more locking mechanisms (such as 
locking mechanisms 450), comprising or used in connection 
with one or more threaded rods (such as threaded rods 460), 
one or more flanges (such as flanges 470), and one or more 
locking nuts (such as locking nuts 410) having one or more 
indentations (such as indentations 412). 
0004. In various system embodiments, the system is used 

to secure one or more wires (such as wires 400) therein. In 
various embodiments, a tool (Such as tool 420) having an 
end (such as end 422) can be used to tighten and/or loosen 
the one or more locking nuts. 
0005. In an exemplary embodiment of a system for 
securing wire and/or preventing wire theft of the present 
disclosure, the system further comprises a second locking 
mechanism (such as second locking mechanism 480) and/or 
a wire cylinder (such as wire cylinder 490). 
0006. In an exemplary embodiment of a method of secur 
ing wire and/or preventing wire theft of the present disclo 
Sure, the method comprises the step of using one or more 
systems of the present disclosure, as described herein, to 
secure wire. 
0007. In an exemplary embodiment of a system of the 
present disclosure, the system comprises a wire grip portion 
comprising a compressible material and having a first aper 
ture and a first groove defined therein, the first groove 
extending from an outer boundary of the wire grip portion to 
the first aperture, a collar configured to Surround the outer 
boundary of the wire grip portion, and a first locking 
mechanism coupled to or formed as part of the collar, the 
first locking mechanism configured so to tighten the collar 
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relative to the wire grip portion. In another embodiment, and 
when a first wire is positioned within the first aperture and 
the first locking mechanism is tightened, the first wire is 
secured within the wire grip portion. In yet another embodi 
ment, the wire grip portion is generally cylindrical as defined 
by the outer boundary and a height of the wire grip portion. 
In an additional embodiment, the first groove has a depth 
equal to the height of the wire grip portion. 
0008. In an exemplary embodiment of a system of the 
present disclosure, the wire grip portion also has a second 
aperture defined therein, and wherein the first groove 
extends from the outer boundary of the wire grip portion to 
the first aperture and to the second aperture. In an additional 
embodiment, the wire grip portion also has a third aperture 
defined therein, and wherein the first groove extends from 
the outer boundary of the wire grip portion to the first 
aperture to the second aperture and to the third aperture. In 
yet an additional embodiment, the wire grip portion also has 
a third aperture and a fourth aperture defined therein, and 
wherein a second groove extends from the outer boundary of 
the wire grip portion to the third aperture and to the fourth 
aperture. 
0009. In an exemplary embodiment of a system of the 
present disclosure, the first locking mechanism comprises a 
threaded rod and a locking nut, wherein part of the first 
locking mechanism is present within a flange coupled to the 
collar. In another embodiment, rotation of the locking nut in 
a first direction causes the first locking mechanism to tighten 
the collar relative to the wire grip portion, and wherein 
rotation of the locking nut in a second direction causes the 
first locking mechanism to loosen the collar relative to the 
wire grip portion. In yet another embodiment, the system 
further comprises a second locking mechanism configured to 
engage the threaded rod upon rotation in a first direction. In 
an additional embodiment, the first locking mechanism 
comprises a first fastener configured to engage a first collar 
flange and a second collar flange extending from a perimeter 
portion of the collar. 
0010. In an exemplary embodiment of a system of the 
present disclosure, rotation of the first fastener in a first 
direction causes the first locking mechanism to tighten the 
collar relative to the wire grip portion, and wherein rotation 
of the first fastener in a second direction causes the first 
locking mechanism to loosen the collar relative to the wire 
grip portion. In an additional embodiment, the system fur 
ther comprises a wire cylinder coupled to or positioned 
adjacent to wire grip portion, the wire cylinder configured to 
receive one or more wires therethrough. 
0011. In an exemplary embodiment of a system of the 
present disclosure, the system comprises a wire grip portion 
comprising a compressible material and having a first aper 
ture, a second aperture, and a first groove defined therein, the 
first groove extending from an outer boundary of the wire 
grip portion to the first aperture and to the second aperture, 
a collar configured to surround the outer boundary of the 
wire grip portion, and a first locking mechanism coupled to 
or formed as part of the collar, the first locking mechanism 
configured so to tighten the collar relative to the wire grip 
portion, wherein when a first wire is positioned within the 
first aperture and the first locking mechanism is tightened, 
the first wire is secured within the wire grip portion. In 
another embodiment, the wire grip portion also has a third 
aperture defined therein, and wherein the first groove 
extends from the outer boundary of the wire grip portion to 
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the first aperture to the second aperture and to the third 
aperture. In yet another embodiment, the wire grip portion 
also has a third aperture and a fourth aperture defined 
therein, and wherein a second groove extends from the outer 
boundary of the wire grip portion to the third aperture and 
to the fourth aperture. 
0012. In an exemplary embodiment of a system of the 
present disclosure, the first locking mechanism comprises a 
threaded rod and a locking nut, wherein part of the first 
locking mechanism is present within a flange coupled to the 
collar, wherein rotation of the locking nut in a first direction 
causes the first locking mechanism to tighten the collar 
relative to the wire grip portion, and wherein rotation of the 
locking nut in a second direction causes the first locking 
mechanism to loosen the collar relative to the wire grip 
portion. In another embodiment, the first locking mechanism 
comprises a first fastener configured to engage a first collar 
flange and a second collar flange extending from a perimeter 
portion of the collar, wherein rotation of the first fastener in 
a first direction causes the first locking mechanism to tighten 
the collar relative to the wire grip portion, and wherein 
rotation of the first fastener in a second direction causes the 
first locking mechanism to loosen the collar relative to the 
wire grip portion. 
0013. In an exemplary embodiment of a method of the 
present disclosure, the method comprises the steps of posi 
tioning a first wire into a first aperture of a system, the 
system comprising a wire grip portion comprising a com 
pressible material and having the first aperture and a first 
groove defined therein, the first groove extending from an 
outer boundary of the wire grip portion to the first aperture, 
a collar configured to surround the outer boundary of the 
wire grip portion, and a first locking mechanism coupled to 
or formed as part of the collar, the first locking mechanism 
configured so to tighten the collar relative to the wire grip 
portion, and tightening the first locking mechanism to secure 
the first wire within the wire grip portion. In another 
embodiment, the step of tightening is performed by tight 
ening a first portion of a fastener of the first locking 
mechanism so to break the first portion of the fastener off 
from a second portion of the fastener which remains as part 
of the first locking mechanism. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0014. The disclosed embodiments and other features, 
advantages, and disclosures contained herein, and the matter 
of attaining them, will become apparent and the present 
disclosure will be better understood by reference to the 
following description of various exemplary embodiments of 
the present disclosure taken in conjunction with the accom 
panying drawings, wherein: 
0015 FIG. 1 shows a system with a wire grip portion in 
a relatively closed configuration, according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present disclosure; 
0016 FIG. 2 shows a side view of a wire grip portion, 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present 
disclosure; 
0017 FIG. 3 shows a wire grip portion in a relatively 
opened configuration, according to an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present disclosure; 
0018 FIG. 4 shows a perspective view of system having 
a plurality of wires secured therein, according to an exem 
plary embodiment of the present disclosure; 
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(0019 FIG. 5 shows a front view of a locking nut, 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present 
disclosure; 
0020 FIGS. 6 and 7 show collars, according to exem 
plary embodiments of the present disclosure; 
(0021 FIGS. 8 and 9 show side views of wire grip 
portions, according to exemplary embodiments of the pres 
ent disclosure; 
0022 FIGS. 10A, 10B, and 11 show views of a collar, 
according to exemplary embodiments of the present disclo 
Sure; 
0023 FIG. 12 shows a fastener, according to an exem 
plary embodiment of the present disclosure; and 
0024 FIG. 13 shows a block diagram of components of 
a kit, according to an exemplary embodiment of the present 
disclosure. 
0025. An overview of the features, functions and/or con 
figurations of the components depicted in the various figures 
will now be presented. It should be appreciated that not all 
of the features of the components of the figures are neces 
sarily described. Some of these non-discussed features. Such 
as various couplers, etc., as well as discussed features are 
inherent from the figures themselves. Other non-discussed 
features may be inherent in component geometry and/or 
configuration. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0026. For the purposes of promoting an understanding of 
the principles of the present disclosure, reference will now 
be made to the embodiments illustrated in the drawings, and 
specific language will be used to describe the same. It will 
nevertheless be understood that no limitation of the scope of 
this disclosure is thereby intended. 
0027. An exemplary system for securing wires of the 
present disclosure is shown in FIG. 1. As shown in FIG. 1, 
system 50 comprises a wire grip portion 100 configured to 
be positioned within a tightened collar 150. Wire grip 
portion 100, in various embodiments, comprises a spongy/ 
compliant material Such as rubber (including Vulcanized 
rubber), foam, foam rubber, and the like, so that when a 
collar 150 is positioned around a perimeter/boundary of wire 
grip portion 100, wire grip portion 100 can compress some 
what to secure one or more wires positioned therein, as 
discussed in further detail herein. 
0028. As shown in FIG. 1, an exemplary wire grip 
portion 100 can have a generally cylindrical shape, namely 
as having a round perimeter (a circumference if round, and 
generally referred to as an outer boundary) with some 
height/depth. In an exemplary embodiment, and as shown in 
the side view of an exemplary wire grip portion 100 of the 
present disclosure as shown in FIG. 2, wire grip portion 100 
has a diameter (“D) of or about 3" and a height (“H”) of or 
about 1". In other embodiments, wire grip portion 100 may 
have a larger or Smaller diameter Dand/or a larger or Smaller 
height/depth H. 
0029 Wire grip portions 100, as referenced herein, com 
prise at least one, and in various embodiments, two, three, 
four (as shown in FIGS. 1, 3, and 4), or more apertures 102 
defined therein, said apertures 102 extending an entire 
height H of wire grip portion 100. At least one groove 104, 
and in several embodiments two or more grooves 104, as 
shown in FIGS. 1 and 3, extend from a location (“L”), as 
shown in FIGS. 1 and 3, of an outer boundary/perimeter 
(“P”) of wire grip portion 100 to, and in various embodi 
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ments, through said apertures 102. In at least one embodi 
ment, each aperture 102 has a separate groove 104 extending 
thereto or therethrough. In other embodiments, such as 
shown in FIG. 1, one groove 104 can extend to and through 
two (as shown) or more apertures 102. Such as extending 
through three apertures 102. Grooves 104, similar to aper 
tures 102, extend an entire height H of wire grip portion 100. 
0030 Apertures 102, as referenced and shown herein, are 
sized and shaped to correspond to, or be slightly smaller 
than, the size and shape of a cross-section of a coated or 
uncoated wire 400, as shown in FIG. 4. One or more wires 
400, corresponding to one or more apertures 102, can be 
positioned within wire grip portion 100 by either extending 
wire(s) 400 through apertures 102 from one side of wire grip 
portion 100 to another (namely, as shown in FIG. 2, through 
wire grip portion 100 in a direction of the arrows shown 
corresponding to height H), and/or through the one or more 
grooves 104, as shown in FIGS. 1 and 3. Wire grip portion 
100 can be relatively opened by pulling portions of wire grip 
portion 100 so that one or more grooves 104 open to provide 
access to the one or more apertures 102. After wire(s) 400 
is/are positioned within wire grip portion 100 within aper 
tures 102, wire grip portion 100 can be relatively closed by 
compressing portions of perimeter P of wire grip portion 
100, either by hand, by using collar 150, or by using another 
device/mechanism. After all desired wires 400 are posi 
tioned within apertures 102 of wire grip portion, collar 150 
can be tightened around or about wire grip portion 100 (due 
to the general compressibility of some or all of wire grip 
portion 100), and ultimately locked in place (as described in 
further detail herein), to secure wires 400 therein and 
prevent or reduce instances of wire theft. 
0031. As referenced above and shown in FIGS. 1 and 4, 
collar 150 is sized and shaped to fit around the perimeter P 
of wire grip portion 100 and further configured to be 
tightened around the same. Collar 150, and additional com 
ponents of or coupled to collar 150, can comprise one or 
more of several materials, such as plastic and/or metal, 
including, but not limited to, stainless Steel or zinc. An 
exemplary collar 150 embodiment, as shown in FIGS. 1 and 
4, comprises stainless Steel, while locking nut 410 comprises 
zinc. In other embodiments, collar 150, locking nut 410. 
and/or other components comprise the same or different 
metal or plastic components. 
0032 Tightening collar 150, such as by rotating locking 
nut 410 in a first direction, causes pressure to be applied 
inward, such as from perimeter P of wire grip portion 100 
inward, causing wires 400 positioned within wire grip 
portion 100 to be tightly gripped by wire grip portion 100 
within apertures 102. In various embodiments, collar 150 
comprises a locking mechanism 450 coupled thereto, 
formed as part of collar 150, or otherwise used in connection 
by collar 150, whereby locking mechanism 450 is config 
ured to tighten and loosen collar 150 around/about wire grip 
portion 100 as desired. In at least one embodiment, locking 
mechanism 450 comprises a threaded rod 460 coupled to, or 
otherwise engaged by, a portion of collar 150, whereby 
locking nut 410 can be rotated in a first direction around/ 
about threaded rod 460 to tighten collar 150. Such a rotation 
can facilitate collar 150 tightening by way of locking nut 
410, or a component coupled to or in communication with 
locking nut 410, engaging and applying pressure or a force 
to a flange 470 coupled to collar 150 and/or as part of 
(coupled to or in communication with) locking mechanism 
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450. For example, and in at least one embodiment, flange 
470 is coupled to locking mechanism 450, and tightening 
locking nut 410 about threaded rod 460 causes collar 150 to 
tighten around/about wire grip portion 100. In another 
embodiment, flange 470 is a portion of collar 150, whereby 
threaded rod 460 is partially positioned within, coupled to, 
or engaged by, flange 470. So that tightening locking nut 410 
causes collar 150 to tighten. As referenced herein, and in 
general as pertaining to at least one embodiment, rotation of 
locking nut 410 in a first direction causes collar 150 to 
tighten (causing a diameter defined by collar 150, corre 
sponding to a general perimeter P of wire grip portion 100, 
to become Smaller), and rotation of locking nut 410 in a 
second direction causes collar 150 to loosen (causing a 
diameter defined by collar 150, corresponding to a general 
perimeter P of wire grip portion 100, to become larger). 
0033. In various embodiments, locking nut 410 has at 
least one indentation 412 defined therein, with said inden 
tation 412 corresponding to a tool useful to engage inden 
tation 412 to rotate locking nut 410, especially when locking 
nut 410 is already generally tightened about threaded rod 
460. In at least one embodiment, indentation(s) 412 is/are 
defined within a tapered portion 414 of locking nut 410, as 
shown in FIG. 1. One or more indentations 412 may be 
present, and may comprise any number of shapes/configu 
rations, such as Straight indentations 412 or indentations 412 
having one of several shapes. In various embodiments, 
indentations 412, considered alone or along with a general 
shape of locking nut 410, may result in a “non-traditional” 
configuration, namely one that a traditional tool would not 
be able to open. Exemplary non-traditional configurations 
may include, but are not limited to, a) the combination of a 
locking nut 410 having a tapered portion 414 and one or 
more indentations 412 defined therein, said indentations 412 
being relatively straight (as shown in FIG. 1, for example), 
b) a locking nut 410 having a pentagonal (five-sided) 
indentation 412 defined therein, (as shown in FIG. 5, for 
example), and c) a locking nut 410 having one or more other 
indentations 412 defined therein. A tool 420, as shown in 
FIG. 4, having an end 422 corresponding to the one or more 
indentations 412 of locking nut 410, can be used to tighten 
and/or loosen locking nut 410. Exemplary “non-traditional 
tools 420, corresponding to exemplary “non-traditional 
configurations, may include tools 420 that have an end 422 
that is not slotted, cross-slotted (a Philips end 422), hexago 
nal, or another end 422, corresponding to an indentation 412 
that is not slotted, cross-slotted, hexagonal, etc. Standard 
tools 420, corresponding to standard ends 422 (slotted, 
cross-slotted, hexagonal, etc.), may also be used in various 
embodiments. 

0034. In addition, and as shown in FIG. 4, a second 
locking mechanism 480 may be implemented as part of 
system 50/collar 150. Second locking mechanism 480, as 
shown in FIG. 4, may comprise a hex-key Screw or other 
mechanism Suitable to engage threaded rod 460 or another 
portion of locking mechanism 450, to further secure collar 
150 around/about wire grip portion 100 as desired. 
0035 FIG. 4 also shows a wire cylinder 490 used in 
connection with wire grip portion 100 and collar 150, as part 
of an exemplary system 50 of the present disclosure. Wire 
cylinder 490 can be positioned adjacent to wire grip portion 
100, coupled to wire grip portion 100, or formed as unitary 
piece along with wire grip portion 100, as desired. Exem 
plary wire cylinders 490 are sized and shaped so that all 
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wires 400 used in connection with wire grip portion 100 can 
fit therein. A section of wire cylinder 490, such as a 1'-2' 
section, can be placed around wires 400, so that wires 400 
extend from wire cylinder 490 at both relative ends, with one 
end being the, or adjacent to, wire grip portion 100. Use of 
an exemplary wire cylinder 490 of the present disclosure 
would further thwart wire 400 theft. 
0036) Systems 50 of the present disclosure can be used 
with various types of electrical equipment and related hous 
ings. For example, a plurality of wires 400 is generally used 
to connect to electrical equipment, such as lampposts, which 
can be connected in series. In one example, three or four 
separate wires 400 can be used, with each wire 400 being 
made of copper or another metal that is a potential target for 
thieves, as said metals can be sold as Scrap. The cost to repair 
and/or replace lampposts that have been tampered with is 
significantly higher than the cost of just the wire 400, so it 
would be useful to have some sort of invention, such as 
disclosed herein, that can prevent or significantly reduce 
wire 400 theft. 
0037. In addition to preventing or reducing incidences of 
wire theft, system 50 is useful to generally protect wires 400 
(such as with a wire cylinder 490 or generally from using 
wire grip portion 100), and can also keep foreign debris from 
entering the wire cylinder 490 or another conduit used in 
connection with wires 400, such debris including, but not 
limited to, dirt, mice, and rocks, so to further reduce main 
tenance costs. Systems 50 can also help prevent wires 400 
from being damaged or pulled out due to construction 
mistakes while digging, and can also protect wires 400 in 
pullboxes, handholes, service points, and foundations. Vari 
ous wire 400 sizes can be used with systems 50 of the 
present disclosure, and different sized apertures 102 can be 
defined within wire grip portion 100, corresponding with 
wires 400. Wire grip portions 100 can also be chemical 
resistant and further resistant to extreme hot or cold tem 
peratures. 
0038 FIGS. 6 and 7 show inside/underside portions of 
exemplary collars 150 of the present disclosure, with said 
collars 150 having one or more protrusions 700 thereon. One 
elongated protrusion 700, such as shown in FIG. 6, or more 
elongated protrusions 700 can be used, as can one or more 
round protrusions 700, as shown in FIG. 7, or other shaped 
protrusions 700. Said protrusions, when in contact with 
pliable wire grip portion 100, can engage wire grip portion 
100 when collar 150 is tightened to further secure wire grip 
portion 100 within collar 150. 
0039 FIGS. 8 and 9 shows side views of exemplary wire 
grip portions 100 of the present disclosure. As shown in the 
embodiment shown in FIG. 8, an exemplary wire grip 
portion 100 can have a notch 800 defined therein, corre 
sponding, for example, to protrusion 700 of collar 150, such 
as shown in FIG. 6. FIG. 9 shows an exemplary wire grip 
portion 100 having an extension portion 810, so that when 
collar 150 is positioned around wire grip portion 100 and 
tightened, wire grip portion 100 cannot be removed from 
collar 150. 
0040. In an exemplary system 50 of the present disclo 
sure, wire grip portion 100 has a 3" diameter D, a 1" height 
H, and comprises Vulcanized rubber. Four apertures 102, 
such as 2/64" diameter apertures or other sized and/or 
number of apertures 102, can be drilled or otherwise defined 
within wire grip portion 100, with said apertures each being 
within a 1.25" diameter portion inside wire grip portion 100. 
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Said apertures 102 would then accommodate #4 copper/ 
aluminum wire 400, and access to said apertures 102 could 
be via two grooves at or about 2.25" deep (so that a 34", 9/16", 
or other length of wire grip portion 100 remains uncut). 
Collar 150, in at least one embodiment, is a 27/8" to 33/16" 
t-bolt style stainless steel collar 150, having a 5/16" sleeve 
and 1%2" second locking mechanism (a "set screw'), which 
can also comprise stainless steel. Torqueing locking nut 410 
about threaded rod 460 can be performed using a tool 420 
having an end 422 corresponding to locking nut 410, said 
tool 420 being a modified deep-well socket in at least one 
embodiment, with torqueing at 90 inch pounds or a larger or 
Smaller torque amount. 
0041 Additional system 50 embodiments of the present 
disclosure are shown in FIGS. 10A and 10B. As shown in 
FIGS. 10A and 10B, exemplary systems 50 of the present 
disclosure comprise a wire grip portion 100 and a collar 150, 
whereby a locking mechanism 450 coupled to or formed as 
part of collar 150 is configured to tighten and loosen collar 
150 around/about wire grip portion 100 as desired. In at least 
one embodiment, and as shown in FIGS. 10A and 10B, 
locking mechanism 450 uses one, two (as shown in FIGS. 
10A and 10B), three, or more fasteners 1000 that can be 
loosened to loosen collar 150 relative to wire grip portion 
100 and can be tightened to tighten collar 150 relative to 
wire grip portion 100. Said fasteners 1000 can comprise 
bolts (as shown in FIGS. 10A and 10B) or other fasteners 
known in the art useful to tighten a collar 150 such as 
referenced herein. The exemplary wire grip portion 100 as 
shown in FIG. 10A has four apertures 102 and two grooves 
104, and the exemplary wire grip portion 100 as shown in 
FIG. 10B has three apertures and one groove 104. 
0042. In the embodiments shown in FIGS. 10A and 10B, 
and in various other system 50 embodiments of the present 
disclosure, wire grip portion 100 can comprise Vulcanized 
rubber approximately 1" thick and 3" in diameter and can be 
cylindrical in shape. The two grooves 104, as shown in FIG. 
10A, can be /2" apart and 2/4" deep as measured from an 
outer perimeter of wire grip portion 100. Grooves 104, in 
various embodiments, can have /8" cuts at their relative 
ends. Apertures 102, as shown in FIGS. 10A and 10B, can 
be 2/64" in diameter. In the system 50 embodiment shown in 
FIG. 10A, the two grooves 104 access four apertures 102 
within a 1/4" circumference, and as shown in FIG. 10B, the 
single groove 104 accesses three apertures 102 within a 1/4" 
circumference of the 3" diameter wire grip portion 100. The 
various dimensions of wire grip portions 100, apertures 102. 
grooves 104, etc., can differ from the specific dimensions 
referenced herein, depending on the desired system 50 
embodiment. 

0043. As shown in FIG. 11, for example, collar 150 can 
comprise a first collar flange 1100 and a second collar flange 
1102 extending from a perimeter portion 1104, whereby one 
or more fasteners 1000 (such as two fasteners 1000 shown 
in the figure) can be used to pull first collar flange 1100 
toward second collar flange 1102 to tighten collar 150 and 
can also be used to separate first collar flange 1100 from 
second collar flange 1102 to loosen collar 150, such as by 
rotating fasteners 1000 in a first or second direction. Collar 
150, as shown in FIGS. 10A, 10B, and 11, for example, can 
be 3/2" tall (or a different dimension). 
0044) Fasteners 1000, as shown in FIGS. 10A and 10B, 
can be pentagonal (thus requiring a special Socket or tool 
420), or can be breakaway fasteners 1000, for example, that 
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leave nothing but a cone. Such as shown in FIG. 12. As 
shown in FIG. 12, an exemplary fastener 1000 can have a 
torqueing portion (an exemplary first portion 1200) and a 
cone portion (an exemplary second portion 1202), so that 
after tightening fastener 1000, first portion 1200 can break 
off, leaving just the second portion 1202 behind, which is 
generally more difficult to remove. 
0045. As referenced herein, exemplary systems 50 of the 
present disclosure can be used to prevent wire 400 theft 
and/or protect the wires 400 from debris entering a pipe 
containing said wires. Exemplary systems 50 can also work 
with various sizes of conductors. Portions of systems 50. 
such as wire grip portions 100 and/or collars 150, are highly 
resistant to gas, oils, and other corrosive chemicals. 
0046 Regarding wire prevention, exemplary systems 50 
of the present disclosure: 

0047 a... can prevent wires 400 from being pulled out: 
0048 i. From pole to pole (such as light poles); 
0049 ii. From pole to service point; or 
0050 iii. From service point to high mast tower; 

0051 b. have been tested at 600 foot pounds of torque, 
using a Dillon dynamometer (to measure tensile 
strength); 

0.052 c. can have a dual locking system, such as with 
a first locking mechanism 450 and a second locking 
mechanism 480, to ensure wire 400 protection; and/or 

0053 d. can be used with a custom made socket (such 
as a tool 420) to apply and remove systems 50 as 
desired, noting that in various embodiments, bolt cut 
ters, wire cutters, hammers, saw Zalls (reciprocating 
saws), other electrical tools, etc., cannot remove the 
systems 50 within reason. 

0054 Various system 50 embodiments can also prevent 
foreign debris from entering the pipes at service points, 
foundations, pull boxes and hand holes. This can also 
prevent maintenance issues from objects entering the pipes, 
as rocks and dirt can damage the insulation on the conductor 
(wire coatings) which in return can result in a fault in the 
future. In addition, mice can chew through the insulation on 
the wire 400 and cause cable faults mostly in service points 
and in roadway foundations, which can be costly repairs. 
From experience, mice are the second leading cause of wire 
destruction, as they can destroy service points and cause a 
lot of extra expense to the state each year. 
0055 Regarding construction mistakes, exemplary sys 
tems 50 of the present disclosure can help prevent wire 400 
from inadvertently being pulled out of pull boxes, hand 
holes, service points and foundations during construction. 
Wire 400 being pulled out at construction site is a frequent 
issue during construction, and if an exemplary system 50 of 
the present disclosure is used as referenced herein, it will put 
tension on the wire(s) 400 and in an ideal situation the 
worker will stop, due to the excessive tension, before the 
wire(s) 400 is/are completely pulled out of a foundation or 
service point. This will prevent unnecessary cost to contrac 
tor and/or to the state department of transportation. 
0056. In addition to the foregoing, components of various 
systems 50, such as wire grip portions 100, collars 150, etc., 
as described herein, can be formed and sold as kits that 
would include two or more components, as referenced 
herein. For example, and as shown in FIG. 13, an exemplary 
kit 1300 of the present disclosure can comprise two wire grip 
portions 100, a collar 150, a threaded rod 460, a locking nut 
410, and a tool 420 to tighten locking nut 410. Other kit 
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1300 embodiments of the present disclosure can comprise at 
least two items referenced herein, Such as, for example, one 
or more of a wire grip portion 100, collar 150, locking nut 
410, locking mechanism 450, threaded rod 460, tool 420, 
and/or fasteners 1000. 
0057 While various embodiments of devices and sys 
tems to secure wires and prevent wire theft and methods of 
using the same have been described in considerable detail 
herein, the embodiments are merely offered as non-limiting 
examples of the disclosure described herein. It will therefore 
be understood that various changes and modifications may 
be made, and equivalents may be substituted for elements 
thereof, without departing from the scope of the present 
disclosure. The present disclosure is not intended to be 
exhaustive or limiting with respect to the content thereof. 
0058. Further, in describing representative embodiments, 
the present disclosure may have presented a method and/or 
a process as a particular sequence of steps. However, to the 
extent that the method or process does not rely on the 
particular order of steps set forth therein, the method or 
process should not be limited to the particular sequence of 
steps described, as other sequences of steps may be possible. 
Therefore, the particular order of the steps disclosed herein 
should not be construed as limitations of the present disclo 
Sure. In addition, disclosure directed to a method and/or 
process should not be limited to the performance of their 
steps in the order written. Such sequences may be varied and 
still remain within the scope of the present disclosure. 

1. A system, comprising: 
a wire grip portion comprising a compressible material 

and having a first aperture and a first groove defined 
therein; 

a collar configured to Surround an outer boundary of the 
wire grip portion; and 

a first locking mechanism coupled to or formed as part of 
the collar, the first locking mechanism configured so to 
tighten the collar relative to the wire grip portion and 
having a portion configured to break off after the 
locking mechanism is tightened. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein when a first wire is 
positioned within the first aperture and the first locking 
mechanism is tightened, the first wire is secured within the 
wire grip portion. 

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the wire grip portion is 
generally cylindrical as defined by the outer boundary and a 
height of the wire grip portion. 

4. The system of claim 3, wherein the first groove has a 
depth equal to the height of the wire grip portion. 

5. The system of claim 1, wherein the wire grip portion 
also has a second aperture defined therein, and wherein the 
first groove extends from the outer boundary of the wire grip 
portion to the first aperture and to the second aperture. 

6. The system of claim 5, wherein the wire grip portion 
also has a third aperture defined therein, and wherein the first 
groove extends from the outer boundary of the wire grip 
portion to the first aperture to the second aperture and to the 
third aperture. 

7. The system of claim 5, wherein the wire grip portion 
also has a third aperture and a fourth aperture defined 
therein, and wherein a second groove extends from the outer 
boundary of the wire grip portion to the third aperture and 
to the fourth aperture. 

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the first locking 
mechanism comprises a threaded rod and a locking nut, 
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wherein part of the first locking mechanism is present within 
a flange coupled to the collar. 

9. The system of claim 8, wherein rotation of the locking 
nut in a first direction causes the first locking mechanism to 
tighten the collar relative to the wire grip portion, and 
wherein rotation of the locking nut in a second direction 
causes the first locking mechanism to loosen the collar 
relative to the wire grip portion. 

10. The system of claim 8, further comprising: 
a second locking mechanism configured to engage the 

threaded rod upon rotation in a first direction. 
11. The system of claim 8, wherein the first locking 

mechanism comprises a first fastener configured to engage a 
first collar flange and a second collar flange extending from 
a perimeter portion of the collar. 

12. The system of claim 11, wherein rotation of the first 
fastener in a first direction causes the first locking mecha 
nism to tighten the collar relative to the wire grip portion, 
and wherein rotation of the first fastener in a second direc 
tion causes the first locking mechanism to loosen the collar 
relative to the wire grip portion. 

13. The system of claim 1, further comprising: 
a wire cylinder coupled to or positioned adjacent to wire 

grip portion, the wire cylinder configured to receive 
one or more wires therethrough. 

14. A system, comprising: 
a wire grip portion comprising a compressible material 

and having a first aperture and a first groove defined 
therein; 

a collar configured to Surround an outer boundary of the 
wire grip portion; and 

a first locking mechanism coupled to or formed as part of 
the collar, the first locking mechanism configured so to 
tighten the collar relative to the wire grip portion and 
having a portion configured to break off after the 
locking mechanism is tightened; 

wherein when a first wire is positioned within the first 
aperture and the first locking mechanism is tightened, 
the first wire is secured within the wire grip portion. 

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the wire grip portion 
also has a third aperture defined therein, and wherein the first 
groove extends from the outer boundary of the wire grip 
portion to the first aperture to the second aperture and to the 
third aperture. 
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16. The system of claim 14, wherein the wire grip portion 
also has a third aperture and a fourth aperture defined 
therein, and wherein a second groove extends from the outer 
boundary of the wire grip portion to the third aperture and 
to the fourth aperture. 

17. The system of claim 14, wherein the first locking 
mechanism comprises a threaded rod and a locking nut, 
wherein part of the first locking mechanism is present within 
a flange coupled to the collar, wherein rotation of the locking 
nut in a first direction causes the first locking mechanism to 
tighten the collar relative to the wire grip portion, and 
wherein rotation of the locking nut in a second direction 
causes the first locking mechanism to loosen the collar 
relative to the wire grip portion. 

18. The system of claim 14, wherein the first locking 
mechanism comprises a first fastener configured to engage a 
first collar flange and a second collar flange extending from 
a perimeter portion of the collar, wherein rotation of the first 
fastener in a first direction causes the first locking mecha 
nism to tighten the collar relative to the wire grip portion, 
and wherein rotation of the first fastener in a second direc 
tion causes the first locking mechanism to loosen the collar 
relative to the wire grip portion. 

19. A method, comprising: 
positioning a first wire into a first aperture of a system, the 

system comprising: 
a wire grip portion comprising a compressible material 

and having a first aperture and a first groove defined 
therein, 

a collar configured to Surround an outer boundary of the 
wire grip portion, and 

a first locking mechanism coupled to or formed as part 
of the collar, the first locking mechanism configured 
so to tighten the collar relative to the wire grip 
portion and having a portion configured to break off 
after the locking mechanism is tightened; and 

tightening the first locking mechanism to secure the first 
wire within the wire grip portion. 

20. The method of claim 19, further comprising the step 
of: 

breaking off a portion of the locking mechanism after 
tightening the first locking mechanism. 
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